Nervous System Coherence
USE THIS SIMPLE PRACTICE TO RESET AND RESYNCHRONISE YOUR NERVOUS SYSTEM FOR
A SENSE OF CALM AND COHERENCE
Coherence in your nervous system allows your body to express and discharge nervous system activity
naturally. In other words:
* If you have the sense of being “up”, “in your head”, “uptight” or “stressed out” then this reset can
help you to feel calm, spacious & grounded
* If you have the sense of being “flat”, “down”, “low energy” or can’t get going, then this can hep you to
feel energised, alert and clear

Practice Tips | Basic Sequence
* Become familiar with and use the entire sequence #1-6. Then you might find you can choose one
pairing “one the go” in a spare moment as you wish.
* You can stand, sit or lie down to do this. It is rather relaxing done lying down.
* Place your hands softly, no need to push. The simple presence of your hands helps bring your
nervous system’s awareness to itself and “reset”
* Leave your hands in place until you feel a “shift” – a softening in your breath or body, a sigh, an
energising, or a sense of spaciousness.
* You can step through this briefly, moving from one hand placement to the next at the first “shift” you
notice, or stay with it for longer, turning the process into a longer more luxurious meditation

Optional Extras
* Include Reticular Activating/Alarm System (RAS) and Limbic system hand placements before the
Basic ANS sequence

Terminology
* Your Reticular Alarm/Activating System (RAS) gear shifts through the sleep <-> awake<-> alert <->
alarmed <-> hyper-vigilant spectrum.
* Your Limbic System has to do with laying down of memory, emotional learning and emotional
behaviour.
* Your Autonomic Nervous System regulates automatic body functions eg breathing, digestion, blood
flow. Sympathetic aspect = Action/fight-Flight. Parasympathetic aspect = Rest/Freeze-Dissociate.
For more information visit the Blog Autonomic Nervous System Coherence
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Autonomic Nervous System Reset | Basic Sequence
In order place your hands on:

(1)(2)

- (1) Left Brain + (2) Right Brain. This captures
your left and right brain hemispheres globally, and
also includes your limbic system
- (2) Left brain + (3) Heart. Your heart is more in
the centre of your chest than you think - place this
hand in the centre of your breastbone
- (3) Heart + (4) Solar Plexus. The solar plexus is
in the triangular space below your breastbone as
your rib cage curves around and up towards the
centre
- (4) Solar Plexus + (5) Belly. Drape your hand
broadly on your belly centred on your belly button
- (5) Belly + (6) Pelvis. Place your hand low on
your abdomen just above your pubic bone

Optional Extras — Include before Basic Sequence
Reticular Activating/Alarm
System
- the ability to shift between states
of asleep, awake, alert, vigilant,
hyper-vigilant and back again
- each of these states are normal,
so long as you are not “stuck” in
one, or one state is not “over- with your hands behind your
activated”
head, line your fingers up
vertically along the midline, low
on your skull
- have the sense of being able to
move effortlessly between
different levels of alertness
Limbic System
- important circuitry for making
memories and learning, and for
emotional experience and
expression.

- loosely drape your hands over
the sides of your head, heels of
your hands over the tops of your
ears and fingers towards the top
of your head
- allow the possibility for
coherence between past present
and future learning and
emotional experience
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